
 

CPU Scheduling 

 

Readings: Tanenbaum, 2.5. 

We've talked about choosing another thread to run, but we haven't talked 
about how to make that choice. 

We've been assuming an unknown ordering on all queues.  Someone has 
to pick, how do you make that decision? 

 

 Threads go through sequences of  

• CPU burst 

• I/O burst 

 

Typically, there are many short CPU bursts and a few long ones. CPU-
bound processes tend to have long CPU bursts while interactive processes 
tend to have mostly short CPU bursts. 

     

 



Define:  

• turnaround time: time from job submission to returned result 
(i.e: from typing 'ls' to getting back the  complete answer): 
maximize 

• waiting time: total time spent waiting in the ready queue: 
minimize          

• response time: the amount of wait time before a response is 
produced after a process is ready (interactive response): 
minimize 

• throughput: number of jobs completed per unit time.  (How 
many ls's you can complete in one hour). – maximize 

• CPU utilization: percentage of time CPU is busy: maximize 

     

Goals of CPU scheduling 

• minimize overheads (context-swaps) 

• minimize average response time (perhaps variance too). This is 
what the user cares about. To minimize response time: 

o minimize wasted overhead (e.g. context switching) 

o keep all parts as idle as possible, so that entering jobs can 
finish as fast as possible 



•  Maximize throughput. This is what system administartors care 
about.  How to maximize throughput? 

o  minimize wasted overhead (e.g. context switching) 

o keep all parts as busy as possible (this often conflicts 
with minimizing response time!) 

 

We'll worry mostly about response time in preference to throughput 

o artifact of caring about user, rather than machine.  

• Be fair. Share CPU among threads in some equitable way 

o what does "fair" mean?  equal response time? E.g., 

• job A takes 10 seconds of CPU time 

• job B takes 10 seconds of CPU time 

Run job A, then job B: not fair, since job A's 
response time is 10 seconds, job B is 20 seconds 

Run them both in 20 seconds?  That's more fair, but 
is it better? 

 

     In general, fairness conflicts with average response time. 



 One can get better average response time by being less fair 

 

    What about if 1 big job and 1 small job? 

Good idea or bad idea? How about response time 
proportional to size of job? 

 

Scheduling Algorithms: 
 

FCFS (first-come, first-served) 
    FIFO ordering between jobs 

    No preemption (run until done) 

 run thread until it blocks or calls yield 

 no timer interrupts 

 

    Pros and cons 

 +ve: simple 

 -ve: short jobs get stuck behind long jobs 



 -ve:  if long job goes forever, no one else runs 

 

 E.g., 

     job A: 100 seconds 

     job B: 1 seconds 

 

     Average response time if Job A goes first? 100.5 seconds 

 

 

    Draw the Gantt chart (and explain the term). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Round Robin 
   Solution to FCFS's problem: add timer interrupts and preempt CPU from 
long-running jobs 

 

When timer goes off, move thread to back of ready queue (i.e. call  
thread_yield()) 

 

This is done by most operating systems 

This is fair: each job gets equal shot at CPU 

Turnaround time will be proportional to the length of job and also depend 
on the number of jobs in the system.    

 Comparison with FCFS 

 e.g. job A: 100 seconds 

      job B: 1 seconds 

    time slice of 1 second 

 

      Worst-case response time: 2 and 101 

    Average response time for worst-schedule: 51.5 



 

 

  How to choose time slice? 

o Big time slice: degrades to FCFS (small jobs can get stuck 
behind big jobs) 

o Small time slice: each context switch wastes some time.  If 
your time slice is too small, you spend all your time doing 
context switches and none doing real work 

Typically a compromise, e.g. 10-50 milliseconds. You want majority of 
CPU bursts to finish within the time quantum. 

  

Context switch wastes approx. 0.1-1 ms, so this wastes about 1% of the 
CPU 

 

 

Does round-robin always get lower response time than FCFS? 

 

o Consider two jobs of equal length. Which one is better? 

  



 

 

RR is "fair", but may get better or worse response time than FCFS 

 

Pros and cons 

RR is better when mix of job lengths (because it gets the shorter ones out 
of the way first), but worse when all jobs the same length 

Also might have some more overhead due to extra context switches 

 

Best Possible (optimal) Method: (STCF with preemption) 
 
What is the best we can do for reducing average response time?   
 

 

o STCF (shortest time to completion first) / STCF-P (preemptive 
shortest time to completion first) 

 

o STCF: run whatever job has the least amount of work to do before 
it finishes (or blocks for an I/O) 



o STCF-P: preemptive version of STCF 

o If a new job arrives that has less work than the current job 
has remaining, then preempt the current job in favor of the 
new one 

 

Idea is to get the short jobs out of the way first.  This has a big effect on 
lowering the response time of the short jobs, while not affecting the long 
jobs too much 

 

STCF gives optimal response time among non-preemptive policies 

STCF-P gives optimal response time among preemptive policies. 

 STCF-P always does at least as well as STCF, so we'll focus on STCF-P 

 

If all jobs are same length, choose an arbitrary one.  What scheduling 
discipline would this be identical to? 

 

  

 If jobs have varying length, is STCF-P closer to RR or FCFS? 

 



I/O 

    We've been talking about job length.  What about a job that does: 

 while(1) { 

     do 1 second of CPU 

     do some I/O 

 } 

 

Does this count as a long or short job? 

 

STCF-P pros and cons 

    + optimal 

    - unfair 

 If short jobs keep coming, they can prevent long jobs from getting 
 any CPU time 

 needs knowledge of the future.  This comes up all the time in CS 

• other examples? 

   



How to know how much time a job will take? 

  

Example that compares FCFS, RR, STCP-P (two CPU-bound jobs, 1 I/O-
bound job) 

 

    job A: all CPU (no blocking for any I/O), run forever 

    job B: all CPU (no blocking for any I/O), run forever 

    job C: I/O bound 

 while (1) { 

     1 ms of CPU 

     10 ms of disk 

 } 

 

By itself, C can use 91% (10/11) of the disk.  By itself A (or B) can use 
100% of the CPU.  What happens if we try to share system between A, B, 
and C? 

 

 Goal: keep both CPU AND disk busy. 



• FCFS 

o Clearly doesn't work very well.  Once A or B start 
running, they keep 

o The CPU (so C can't get it to issue its I/O).  Disk is 
idle. 

 

• RR with 100 ms time slice 

  CA---------B---------CA---------B---------C 

 

 

  

• RR with 1 ms time slice 

                  CABCABCABCAB 

 

o C gets to run more often, so can get the CPU and issue 
its disk I/O (almost) as soon as its last disk I/O was 
done 



o almost 90% disk utilization.  But we haven't slowed 
down A or B by very much (just 1 ms every 10 ms).  
Gain is because we are utilizing the disk better. 

 

General principle in systems (and life): first start the things that can run in 
parallel. BUT lots of context switches 

 

• STCF-P 

  Run C as soon as its disk I/O is done (preempting A or B) 

 

  CA--CB--CA-- (CPU usage) 

   

� As soon as C's I/O finishes, it gets put on ready 
queue.  It has only 1 ms CPU time in its job, so it 
preempts A or B and runs next. 

 

Which scheduling policy is used by grocery stores? 

 

Priority Scheduling: fixed priorities 



 

Legend has it that when IBM 7094 (running CTSS?) was turned off in 
1973, they found a job from 1967 that was low priority and had never 
been run 

 

 

Multi-level feedback queues: dynamic priorities. Different queues can 
have different quantums. 

 

• give new thread high priority and small quantums 

• if they finish their quantum, lower their priority and give 
larger quantums (double the quantum). (policy issue) 

• if they don't finish their quantums or have been waiting too 
long, raise their priority. (policy issue) 

    

Two-level Scheduler 

We talked about this when discussing memory management. Too many 
active processes can make processes thrash.  



Solution: Keep only those runnable processes on the CPU scheduler’s 
queue whose working sets can be kept in memory. Keep the rest swapped 
out to disk. 

Every few seconds, rotate the processes between those on the CPU’s 
scheduler queue and the disk. 

On high load, the above is more efficient than attempting to run all the 
processes. 

(On low load, this doesn’t matter). 


